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The Sun

The sun is a yellow dwarf star. 

It is the most important body to us because plants

need light and heat.  Without plants all animals, 

including us, cannot survive.  The sun is 150,000,000 km from Earth.  Lots of 

ancient peoples worshipped the sun because it is so important.  The sun god 

for the Romans is Apollo, for the Egyptian is Re (or Ra), for the Greeks is 

Helios and for the  Aztecs is Huitzilopochtli.



Mercury
Mercury is the smallest planet.  It is not 

easy to see because it is the closest 

planet to the sun.  Mercury is the fastest planet

to revolve around the sun.  Ancient astronomers thought that Mercury in the morning

and Mercury in the evening were different planets.  In the morning they called

Mercury, Mercury, and in the evening they called Mercury, Apollo.

    



Venus
Venus is the easiest planet to spot, far brighter 

than any of the stars.  On Venus 243 Earth days
 
is 1 day.   225 Earth days is 1 year on Venus.

So 1 day is longer than 1 year on Venus.

 



Earth
Earth is the only planet in our solar system that is in 

the Goldilocks zone. There about 8,700,000 different 

species living on earth.  There are 6,500,000 species

on land and 2,200,000 in the ocean. There are

7,500,000,000 humans on Earth. 



Moon
The moon is the Earth’s only natural satellite.

It is the only other world that we have set foot on-yet.

The Greek moon goddess is Selene also called 

Mene.



Mars
You can see Mars with your naked eye.

A day on Mars is 24.6 hours long which is only

36 minutes longer than a day on Earth. 

Astronomers think that there was 

life on Mars because there is ice on Mars.



Jupiter
You cannot land on Jupiter because the surface is made

of gas.  Jupiter is similar to a star but never got big 

enough to start burning.  Jupiter has 79 moons.

Jupiter is the largest planet in our solar system.

Jupiter’s biggest feature is the Great Red Spot, a 

super hurricane 3 times as big across as earth.            

                                



Saturn
Saturn is a gas planet.  It is famous for 

its rings.  Saturn has more than 30 rings.

Saturn is not the only planet with rings.  

Jupiter, Uranus and Neptune also have rings.

Saturn has 82 moons.  Saturn has liquid hydrogen

oceans.  Saturday is named after Saturn.    



Uranus
If you want to get rich quick, go to 

Uranus - it rains diamonds there!  

Uranus is the first planet to be 

discovered by a telescope.

  



Neptune
Neptune has 14 moons.  A day on Neptune is 

16 hours.  A year on Neptune is 165 Earth years.

Neptune is a twin of Uranus in size and 

makeup.



Pluto
Pluto is a dwarf planet, which means Pluto is a 

very small planet.  Its biggest moon, Charon, is half 

the size of pluto.  Pluto is half the size of U.S.A.      

On Pluto you can only see Charon from 1 side of the

planet because Charon’s orbit around Pluto is at

the same speed as Pluto’s spin around its axis.

One year on Pluto is 248 Earth years.



Planet X
There is mathematical 

evidence that planet X is there.

 If you find it you can name it!


